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DECAY WITH A RATE FOR NONCOMPACTLY SUPPORTED 
SOLUTIONS OF CONSERVATION LAWS 

BLAKE TEMPLEl 

ABSTRACT. We show that solutions of the Cauchy problem for systems of two 
conservation laws decay in the supnorm at a rate that depends only on the Ll norm 
of the initial data. This implies that the dissipation due to increasing entropy 
dominates the nonlinearities in the problem at a rate depending only on the Ll norm 
of the initial data. Our results apply to any BV initial data satisfying Uo (± 00) = 0 
and Sup{ uo(')} « 1. The problem of decay with a rate independent of the support 
of the initial data is central to the issue of continuous dependence in systems of 
conservation laws because of the scale invariance of the equations. Indeed, our 
result implies that the constant state is stable with respect to perturbations in L\oc. 
This is the first stability result in an LP norm for systems of conservation laws. It is 
crucial that we estimate decay in the supnorm since the total variation does not 
decay at a rate independent of the support of the initial data. 

The main estimate requires an analysis of approximate characteristics for its 
proof. A general framework is developed for the study of approximate characteris-
tics, and the main estimate is obtained for an arbitrary number of equations. 

1. Introduction. Consider the Cauchy problem for a system of n conservation laws 

(1) ut+/{uL=O, u{x,O) = uo{x), 

where U == (u l , ••. , un), X E R and t E R+. We study decay and continuous depen-
dence in solutions of (1), which are obtained as limits of approximate solutions 
generated by the random choice method of Glimm [6]. Thus we are interested in 
solutions that take values in a neighborhood U of some constant state U. We assume 
that d/, the matrix derivative of /, is smooth, has real and distinct eigenvalues 
Al < A2 < ... < An in U, and that \l Ap . Rp > 0 in U in [9]. Here Rp denotes the 
unit right eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue A P' By changing the frame or 
translating the flux function / if necessary, we assume without loss of generality that 
u = 0 and A p > 0, p = 1, ... , n. 

Let u(x, t) denote a weak solution of (1), which is a limit of approximate solutions 
generated by the random choice method. The main result of this paper is the 
following theorem, which is proved in the case n = 2: 
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THEOREM (1). For every V> 1 and ° < a < 1 there exist constants 8 = 8(V) < 1 
and C( a) > 1 such that, if uo( .) satisfies 

(2) uo(±oo)=O, 

(3) TV{uo(')} < V, 

and 

(4) 
then 

(5) { [ ] 
-lj(2+u) 

Ilu(·,t)lIs~ C(a) log Iluo/)IILI } 

for all t> lIuo(·)IILl. Here constants depend only on f and their arguments, II lis 
denotes supnorm and IIIILI denotes Ll norm; i.e. 

-oo<x< +00 

If we fix the initial data uo(') and let t -+ 00, then (5) gives the decay of the 
solution u(·, t) in the supnorm at a rate independent of the support of the data. 
Said differently, (5) verifies that the dissipation in solutions of (1) due to increasing 
entropy overcomes the nonlinearities in the problem at a rate depending only on the 
Ll-norm of the initial data (cf. [9]). If we fix t and take a sequence of initial data 
tending to zero in Ll, then (5) gives a rate at which the supnorm at time t tends to 
zero with the Ll norm of the initial data. Because the values of u at time t have a 
bounded domain of dependence, (5) also gives a rate at which u(·, t) tends to zero in 
L10c as the initial data tends to zero in L1oc. This is the first continuous dependence 
result for systems in the norm Ll. 

Other decay results for systems have been obtained by Glimm-Lax, DiPerna and 
Liu [4, 5, 7, 10-14]. For these results decay is obtained by means of estimates for the 
decay of the total variation. In the case of nonperiodic initial data, a rate of decay in 
the total variation is obtained only in the presence of compactly supported data, and 
the rate depends on the support of the data. It is crucial in (5) that we estimate the 
decay in the supnorm instead of the total variation norm because simple examples 
show that the total variation does not decay at a rate that depends only on the Ll 
norm of the initial data. 

Our interest in the Ll norm in (5) stems from an interest in the problem of 
stability, by which we mean the problem of the continuous dependence of solutions 
on the initial data. To put the issue of stability into perspective, we make the 
following definitions: we say that solutions of (1) are strongly stable in a norm 1111 if 
there is a constant C > ° such that 

(6) Ilu{·,t) - v(·,t)ll~ cllu(-,O) - v{',O)11 
for all weak solutions u and v. We say that solutions of (1) are weakly stable in 1111 
with a rate if 

(7) Ilu{·, t) - v(·, t) II ~ F(llu( ·,0) - v{· ,0) II) 
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for all weak solutions u and v, where F is a fixed function satisfying lim~ --+ 00 F(~) 

= O. It is well known that solutions to scalar conservation laws are L1-contractive 
(cf. [8]). In the language above this says that solutions of a scalar conservation law 
are strongly stable in Ll with constant C = l. Moreover, by studying solutions 
containing a single shock, it is apparent that solutions of (1) are not weakly stable in 
the supnorm or in the total variation norm, and are not strongly stable in any LP, 
p > l. This leaves Ll as a leading candidate for studying stability in systems of 
conservation laws. Estimate (5) proves that the constant state is weakly stable in 
L\oc. As a further comment, in [22] it is proven that solutions to systems are not 
L1-contractive relative to a constant state in any metric that is compatible with the 
u-space topology. This directly implies that there is no metric D and constant w > 0 
for which the following Gronwall type estimate holds in any neighborhood of u: 

d foo foo dt _ 00 D ( u ( x, t ), u) dx ~ w _ 00 D ( u ( x , 0), u) dx. 

Thus, (5) gives the stability of the constant state in L\oc in a regime where a 
Gronwall inequality fails in some essential way. It is an open problem whether the 
constant state is strongly stable in L\oc. 

In the case of periodic initial data, Theorem (1) holds with uo(') replaced by the 
initial data in one period. Thus (5) gives a decay in LOO at a rate independent of the 
period. Again, for periodic initial data, the total variation does not decay at a rate 
depending only on the Ll norm of the data, and for the previous decay results the 
rate of decay in the total variation depends on the length of the period in the initial 
data. Our methods also give directly that periodic data decays like (p/t)1/4, where P 
is the length of a period. This, however, is not sharp in light of the (p / t) decay rate 
obtained by Glimm and Lax [7]. 

We now indicate the proof of Theorem (1). Theorem (1) is obtained by estimating 
the decay of the quadratic functional Q, which was constructed by Glimm in [6]. 
Specifically, let h denote a mesh length in x, and let uh(x, t) denote a corresponding 
approximate solution generated from initial data uo(') by the random choice 
method. Roughly speaking, the values of uh at time t are obtained by approximating 
the actual solution by a set {Yt} of simple waves each of which moves at close to 
characteristic speed. The function Q( t) is defined by 

(8) 

where, again roughly, the sum is over all pairs of waves at time t that will interact at 
some later time due to differences in the wave speeds. (In the words of Glimm, 
summed over all "approaching" waves.) Here, iYti in (8) denotes the strength of the 
wave Yt (for details see §§2 and 3). In [6] it is proved that Q is a positive decreasing 
function of time. Heuristically, this is because a term is lost from the sum in (8) 
whenever two waves cross each other in the xt-plane. The functional Q measures the 
potential for interaction of waves, but contains no information regarding the time at 
which interactions will occur. Theorem (1) is a corollary of the following technical 
lemma, which is a sharp estimate for the rate at which Q decreases as a function of 
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the supnorm and the Ll norm. For this lemma, assume that n = 2 (or that there 
exists a coordinate system of Riemann invariants). 

LEMMA (2A). Let Q denote the quadratic functional associated with an arbitrary 
approximate solution Uk which is generated from initial data uo(·) that satisfies 
conditions (2)-(4) of Theorem (1). Then there exists a constant G > ° depending only 
onf and V and a mesh length ho = ho(e, M) such that, if 

(9) Iluh(·,O)lls ~ 1/M, 

(10) Iluh(·,O)IILI = e 

and 

(11) h ~ ho, 

then 

(12) Q(O) - Q( e( GM)2) ~ 1/( GM)2. 

In words, (12) states that Q will decrease by an amount on the order of the 
supnorm squared in a time that is on the order of the L1-norm divided by the 
supnorm squared. For the case n > 2, we obtain (12) under the assumption that the 
total variation of uo(·) is small (cf. [6]). 

LEMMA (2B). If n > 2, then there exists V « 1 such that, if uo(·) satisfies (2) and 
(3) of Theorem (1), then the conclusions of Lemma (2A) hold. 

In the case of periodic initial data, Lemmas (2A) and (2B) hold with uo(·) 
replaced by the initial data in each period. 

The proof of Lemmas (2A) and (2B) is given in §6. (See Theorem (6.3) for a 
detailed restatement of Lemmas (2A) and (2B).) The proof is quite technical and 
uses the theory of wave tracing. The theory of wave tracing was developed by Liu to 
prove that the random choice method converges weakly so long as the sample 
sequence is equidistributed [15]. Wave tracing is a method of keeping track of left 
and right states on approximate characteristics [1, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 16]. Previous decay 
results for systems use the theory of approximate characteristics, but rely on global 
mechanisms and do not require keeping track of left and right states. (It is 
important, however, to recognize that in [5], these methods are localized and decay 
in Q is used to control decay in the total variation for noncompactly supported data. 
Of course, no rate can be obtained for decay in the total variation.) Here we develop 
the theory of wave tracing from what we believe is a simpler set of definitions and a 
simpler notation than has been previously given. The presentation is general, and 
essentially self-contained. Motivations for the constructions can be found in [15, 16]. 

We now deduce Theorem (1) from Lemma (2A) using the basic results of Glimm. 
The remainder of this paper is then devoted to the proof of Lemmas (2A) and (2B). 
We first give a precise statement of the results in [6]. (See [23] for a proof of the 
supnorm estimates.) 
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LEMMA (GL): Assume Uo satisfies conditions (2)-(4) of Theorem (1). Then each 
approximate solution uh is defined for every h > 0 and t > 0 and, moreover, there 
exists Go > 0 such that 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

and 
(16) 

TV{uh(.,t)} ~ GoTV{uo(')}' 

lIu h (., t) lis ~ Golluo(') lis, 

lIu h(., t2) - uh(., t l ) IILI ~ Go{ h + It2 - Ill} 

for all tl < t 2. (From here on we use Go to denote a generic constant that depends only 
on Vand/.) 

In the case of arbitrary n, the results in [6] are that (13), (15) and (16) hold so long 
as V is sufficiently small. The reason we can obtain (5) in the case n = 2 and not 
n > 2 is that we use (14), a result that is not known for n > 2. (For n > 2, one can 
show by our methods that there exists a sequence of times I j for which lIu(', t)lls ..... 0 
and (5) holds.) 

So assume that Lemma (2A) and the assumptions of Theorem (1) hold. Let 
M> 1 be given. We estimate the time at which lIu h(., 1)lls ~ 11M for h ~ h o. Let 
Go > 1 be large enough so that Q(O) ~ Go. Set 
(17) Gl == GoG 
and let 

(18) 

where [ ] denotes "greatest integer in". Define the times t l , ... , tN between which Q 
decreases by an amount (G l M)-2 as follows: 

(19) to == 0, tn+l == Sup { t > tn: Q(tn +) - Q(t) ~ 1I( Gl M)2}. 

Define 

(20) 

Let m ~ N be that smallest integer for which 

(21) Im+l - tm > Em( GlM)2 

if such an integer exists. Otherwise let m = N, Now if tm < 00, then Lemma (2A) 
implies that 

(22) 
To see this, note that the contrapositive of Lemma (2A) states that if Q(O)-
Q(E(GM)2) < I/(GM)2, then lIu h(., O)lls < 11M. If tm < 00, then this applies with 
uh(·,O) replaced by uh(., 1m + ) and M replaced by GoM. (Note that if m = Nand 
tN < 00, then (21) holds in this case because Q can incur no more than N decreases 
of magnitude (GM)-2.) Thus if tm < 00, then by (14) lIu\', t)lIs ~ 11M for all 
I > t m as stated. 
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It remains only to estimate 1m. We show that 

(23) 

where G2 = 2GOG1• Without loss of generality, assume that 11 > E and 11 > h so that 
(15) gives 

(24) en ~ GOln , 

where again we take Go to be generic. Thus if n < m, 

(25) 

so that 

(26) 

By induction this implies that 

{ 2}m-1 { 2}m-1 2 (27) 1m ~ 1 + Go( G1M) 11 ~ 1 + GO( G1M) EO( G1M) 

~ {I + Go(G 1M)2} mEo ~ {I + Go{G1M)2} NEO 

{ { )2} (GIM)2 { )(G2M)2 
~ 1 + Go G1M EO ~ G2 M eO' 

where G2 = 2GOG1• Thus we have that 

(28) 
so long as I ~ (G2 M)(G2M)2EO . In particular, let 1= (G2 M)(G2M)2 and choose ° < (J < 1. Then 

(29) 
for some C( (J) > 0. Thus 

(30) C{ (J ){log{lleo)} -l/(2+a) ~ 11M ~ II uh { ., I) lis. 
Now if u is a limit of approximate solutions uh as h --+ 0, then it follows that 
lIuh(·,O)IILI --+ lIuo(·)IILI,andweconcludethat 

(31) II u(·, I) lis ~ C( (J) {log[ I1II uo{·) IILI]} -l/(2+0). 

This completes the proof of Theorem (1). 
In the case of periodic data, the estimate (31) is obtained in the same manner by 

replacing Uo by the initial data in one period. In this case C( (J) is independent of the 
period. For periodic data we can also use Lemmas (2A) and (2B) to obtain a rate of 
decay which depends on the period, since for periodic data, 

(32) 

where P is the length of one period. In this case we can use (32) instead of (24) and 
argue as follows: if uh(., t) > I/GoM, then Lemmas (2A) and (2B) give 

Q{t) - Q(t + GoP{G1M)2) ~ 1/{G1M)2. 
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t 

(31 

------------~~------------~~----~ X u=o -u=u u=o 

FIGURE 1 

Since Q(O) ~ Go, we see that Q can incur only Go(G 1M)2 decreases of magnitude 
1/(G1M)2 before Q(t) ~ lj(G1M)2, in which case 

II uh { • , t) lis ~ l/GoM. 
Thus IIUh(·' t)lIs must be smaller than l/GoM before time 

T = GoP{ G1M)2GO{ G1M)2 == CPM4 • 

This gives that lIu h(., t)lIs ~ l/GoM for all t ~ CPM4 , in which case 

(33) lIuh{·,t)lIs ~ C{t/p)-1/4. 

We note that (33) is not sharp (t-1 is sharp, d. Glimm-Lax [7]). This might be 
expected since we are not invoking global mechanisms of decay as in [7]. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Lemmas (2A), (2B) and (3). 
Before embarking on the proof, we briefly discuss the idea behind it. The idea is 
that, since uo(±oo) = 0, if Iluo(·)lIs = l/M and lIuo(·)IILl = e, then there must be 
a "spike" in the initial data of height on the order of l/M in lui and width in x on 
the order of eM. For example, if IUo(x)1 ~ 112M for all x E [XA' x B ], then 
e = lIuo(·)IILl ~ IXB - xA1/2M, which implies IXB - xAI ~ 2Me. Thus consider the 
case 

() { U x A ~ X < X B , 
U o X = ' 

0, otherwise, 
where lui = 11M, X B - X A = eM. This data resolves into four simple waves associ-
ated with the Riemann problems [0, u] and [u,O] (d. [9, §2]). Label these waves a1, 

a 2 , P1 and P2 as in Figure 1. It takes the longest time for waves to interact if a2 = 0 
or P1 = O. Assume that a 2 = 0 and to be specific, assume that a1 is a shock wave. In 
this case, P1 must be a rarefaction wave because u = 0 is both the leftmost and 
rightmost state in the problem. (Here we use the assumption that the waves are 
weak.) Now we can estimate the time at which Q must decrease by order 11M2; i.e., 
the time it takes a1 to interact with Pl. But the differences in speeds between a1 and 
P1 at time zero is on the order of II M, so interaction must occur within a time on 
the order of T, where T satisfies 

IxB-xAI- T/M=O; 
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i.e., T = MlxB - xAI = M 2e. Since two waves a l and /31 of strength on the order of 
1/ M interact before time T, by (8) we expect Q to decrease by an amount on the 
order 1/ M 2 in time T. This is 

which is (12). 

Q(O) - Q(T) = 0(1)~, 
M 

We implement the above idea as follows: given data uO('), we locate p-waves a 
and /3 whose speeds at time t = 0 differ by 0(1)"h and whose x distance apart at 
t = 0 is O(l)eM as above. We identify these waves at a later time by means of 
approximate characteristics. We then assume for contradiction that Q does not 
decrease by 0(1)~ in time 0(1)eM2. A consequence of this is that a and /3 may be 
chosen so that the corresponding characteristics do not intersect before time 0(1)eM2. 
We finally derive a contradiction by estimating that since the decrease in Q is small, 
the speed of the characteristics a and /3 agree with the speeds at time zero 
sufficiently to guarantee that they intersect before time 0(1)eM2. By this contradic-
tion we can conclude the proof of Lemmas (2A), (2B) and (3). In the above analysis 
we must keep track of left and right states on approximate characteristics. This is 
essentially the wave tracing idea of Liu [15]. 

In §§2 and 3 we review the Riemann problem and the random choice method and 
establish notation. In §4 we define approximate characteristics. In §5 we establish 
properties of approximate characteristics. (This is done in a general setting.) Finally 
in §6 we give the proof of Lemmas (2A), (2B) and (3). 

I wish to thank James Glimm for sharing with me many of his valuable insights. I 
would also like to thank Tai Ping Liu, Ronald J. DiPerna and I-Liang Chern for 
many helpful discussions. 

2. The Riemann problem. The Riemann problem is the initial value problem (1) 
where the initial data has the form 

for x ~ 0, 
for x> O. 

We assume that the Riemann problem is uniquely solvable by the method of Lax [9] 
for all uLand U R in a neighborhood U of U = O. In particular, assume that all states 
that appear in the solution of a Riemann problem posed in U lie in a set UI ~ U. 
Assume that Aiu) < Ap'(V) for all u, v E U1, 1 < P < p' ~ n, and that (1) is 
genuinely nonlinear in all characteristic fields throughout U1• 

Let geiUL) denote the integral curve of Rp that contains the point UL- Let 
ge; (u L) denote the p-rarefaction curve associated with the point u L; i.e., that 
portion of geiud for which Ap(U) ~ Ap(UL). By [9] there exists a unique curve 
Sj,(UL) that makes C2 piecewise C 3 contact with gep(u L) at the point Uv and such 
that for each U E Sj,(uL) there is a scalar s such that 

(2.1) s[U] = [f], 
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where [u] == U - Uv [f] = f(u) - f(u L). Statement (2.1) is the Rankine Hugoniot 
jump condition, and we say that Sj,(UL) is in the Hugoniot locus of UL. Let Sj,-(UL) 
denote the p-shock curve associated with U L; i.e., that portion of Sj,- (u L) for which 
Aiu) < AiuL)' We assume that Ap is monotone on both Sj,(uL) and 9tp(uL), so 
that the curve 
(2.2) ~(UL) == Sj,-(UL) U 9t;(uL ) 

is a C 2 piecewise C 3 curve throughout VI' For UR E t&'p(UL)' the Riemann problem 
is solved by a p-wave: a shock wave if AiuR) < AiuL) and a rarefaction wave if 
AiuR) > Ap(UL) [9, 17]. We let yP denote any p-wave. For a given yP, let L(yP) 
denote the left state of yP and let R( yP) denote the right state. For arbitrary states 
Uv UR E V, the Riemann problem is solved uniquely by n waves y\ ... , yn, which 
are separated in the xt-plane (going from left to right) by the constant states 
U j == Uv "" Un + l = UR. The states u j , and hence the waves yP, are uniquely 
. determined by the condition 

Uk+ l E t&'k(Uk)' 1 ~ k ~ n. 
We call ~ (cf. [11]) a wave strength measure for the p-waves if, for each 

uL E VI' ~(O'; uL) is a parametrization of ~(UL) in VI' 0' E R, and moreover 
~ E C 2 with bounded third derivatives with respect to both arguments, ~(o; u L) 
= UL and 

(2.3) 

If L(yP) = UL and R(yP) = ~(O'; UL)' then we define the signed strength of yP to 
be 0'. We let yP == 0' so that "yP" denotes both the name as well as the signed 
strength of the wave. By (2.3), yP < 0 for shocks and yP > 0 for rarefaction waves. 

In the following three sections we study the random choice method approximates 
and associated approximate characteristics using arbitrary :T to define wave strength. 
In §6 we define :T by means of a best approximation to a coordinate system of 
Riemann invariants. The next lemma is a direct consequence of the fact that the 
speed s of a shock is equal to the average characteristic speed to within terms that 
are quadratic in the strength of the shock [9, 11, 17]: 

LEMMA (2.1). Assume that uR = ~(O'; uL), 0' < O. Then the speed s of the corre-
sponding shock wave satisfies s = Ai(UL + uR)/2) + 0(1)0'2. 

3. TIle random choice method approximates. In this section we define the ap-
proximate solutions of (1) generated by the random choice method of Glimm [6], 
and develop notation required for the subsequent sections. 

Let h be a mesh length in x, and let 
(3.1) k = Ch 
be the corresponding mesh length in t, C> SUPUEul{IAn(U)I}. For i, j E Z, j ~ 0, 
let Xj == ih and tj ==jk. Let a be a sample sequence, a == {aj}j_l' 0 < aj < 1. For 
given initial data uo(') C V, define the random choice method approximate solution 
uh(x, t) == uh(x, t; a) by induction on j as follows: First, for Xj ~ x < x j + 1, define 
(3.2) uh(x,O) == u~(x) = uo(Xj + h/2). 
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Next, assume for induction that uh(x, t) has been defined for t < tj . Define 

(3.3) uh(x, tJ == Uh(Xi + ajh, tj -), 

and for tj < t < tj+l , define uh(x, t) to be the solution of the Riemann problem 
posed in (3.3) at time tj. By (3.1), uh is well defined so long as uh(x, t) ~ U for all 
tj . 

Let u h be any approximate solution that is well defined by the above procedure. 
Let y/j denote the name as well as the signed strength of the p-wave that appears in 
the solution of the Riemann problem that is posed at (Xi' t) in the approximate 
solution u h• Define 

(3.4) 
L ( y/j) == left state of the wave y I), 

R( y/j) == right state of the wave y/j. 

If ylj is a shock wave, define 
(3.5) s ( yl)) == speed of wave y/j. 

If Yi~ is a rarefaction wave, then the wave is "split" at time t j + 1 if 

(3.6) Ap(L(Yi~))k/h < aj < Ap(R(Yi~))k/h. 
In this case define yl)L and yl)R by 

(3.7) 
L ( Yi~L) = L ( Yi~), 
R( Yi~L) = Uh(Xi + aj+Ih, tj+1 -) = L( yI)R), 

R( Yi~R) = R( Yi~)' 
More generally, if (3.6) does not hold, then define: 

(3.8) { Yi~ pL _ 
Y·· = yP IJ ij 

° 
(3.9) { Yi~ pR _ y .. = yP 

IJ ij 

° 

if aj ~ AAR(yl)))k/h, Yi~ > 0, 
if aj > s( Yi~)k/h, Yi~ < 0, 
otherwise, 

if a j ~ A p ( L ( Yi~ ) ) k / h, Yi~ > 0, 

if aj < s( Yi~)k/h, Yi~ < 0, 
otherwise 

(Here, for example, yl)L is defined to be zero if the wave lies to the right of the 
sample point Xi + ajh, and Yi~ if it lies to the left.) 

By construction, the waves yl) solve the Riemann problem for u L = 

Uh(Xi_1 + aj_Ih, t) == L(Yi~)' uR = Uh(Xi + aj_Ih, fj) == R(y;'j) that is posed at 
(Xi' t) in the approximate solution uh(x, t). Because we assume that all wave speeds 
are positive, the waves yl) are formed by the interaction of the waves Y/-~,j-I with 
the waves ytf-I at time fj_ l , p = 1,2. To emphasize this, we let i:::.ij denote the 
diamond of interactions centered at (Xi' f) [6, 16]; i.e., consisting of vertex points 
(X i - I + aj_Ih, f), (Xi + aj_Ih, t), (Xi' tj - !k) and (Xi' fj + !k). We say that the 
waves Yi~' which cross the upper wedge of the diamond, are formed due to the 
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interaction of the waves Y/,-~,j-l and Yl7-l' which cross the lower wedge of the 
diamond. We call Yi~ a wave that leaves the diamond aij' and we call the nonzero 
waves among Yl-~,j-l and Yl7-l the waves that enter the diamond ail' 

Two waves YfJ and yfl; are said to approach at time tj if one of two conditions 
holds [6]: 

(3.10A) p < p' and i> i'. 

or 

(3.10B) p = p' and either Yi~ < 0 or Yfl; < O. 

For tj ~ t < tj + l , define [4] 

(3.11) 

where the sum is over all pairs of waves Yi5 and Yflj that approach at time tj . Define 

(3.12) D =" I pR II p'L I ij - t... Yi-l,j-l Yi,j-l' 

where the sum is over all pairs of approaching waves that enter the diamond a ij; 
and finally define the cancellation 

(3.13) Cp = 1{1 pR I + I pL I-I pR + pL I} ij - 2 Yi-l,j-l Yi.j-l Yi-l,j-l Yi,j-l . 

Then CfJ measures the amount of p-waves cancelled from both Yi~~,j-l and Yl7-l 
at the interaction in /).ij' 

The following lemmas are due to Glimm [4]. Let 

(3.14) Jj == ~ IYi~1 
i,p 

estimate the total variation of uh(., t) for tj ~ t < tj + l • 

LEMMA (GLl). If uh E Uo, then for all i, j, 

(3.15) I p - pR - pL I ~ G D Yij Yi-l,j-l Yi,j-l'" 0 ij' 

This immediately implies 

(3.16) 

with 10(1)1 ~ Go. (Again, Go denotes a generic constant.). 

LEMMA (GL2). There exist a constant V > 0 and a number Go > 0 such that if 

(3.17) Vo < V, 

then u h is well defined, takes values in U for all time and, moreover, 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

Jj < GoVo' 

GOl ~Dij ~ Q{tj -) - Q{tj +) ~ Go~Dij 
i 
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and 

(3.20) 

for all}, s, t > O. 

LEMMA (GL3). Assume that uo( ± (0) = 0 and that there exists a coordinate system 
of Riemann invariants (e.g. n = 2). Then for every V> 0 there exists £1 > 0 such 
that if 

(3.21) 

and 

(3.22) lIu~ lis ~ 1/£1, 
then uh is well defined for all t ;.: 0, takes values in U, and (3.18)-(3.20) hold together 
with 

(3.23) 

(See [23] for a proof of Lemma (GL3).) 

4. Definition of approximate characteristics. In this section we define the set of 
approximate characteristics (heretofore referred to as "characteristics") associated 
with a given approximate solution uh and time level tJ • In the next section, we study 
properties of the characteristics. The procedure is as follows. We first define an 
index set Jt(J) for the timelike piecewise linear curves that connect successive mesh 
points (Xi' tj) in the xt-plane (cf. [16]). A subset ...I(J) ~ Jt(J) corresponds to the 
set of characteristics. We call this the index set for the characteristics. Each element 
IE ...I(J) gives the position of an "elementary wave" "YI at different time levels. The 
piecewise linear curves that are undefined at t = t J correspond to elementary waves 
cancelled, and those undefined at t = 0 correspond to elementary waves created by 
nonlinearities. We let ..¥~ ...I((J) denote the index set for all such characteristics (cf. 
[15]). 

We define the elementary wave "YI associated with IE ...I(J) by assigning a left 
state uf[t] and right state uf[t] to each time level that intersects the piecewise linear 
curve defined by I. We define "Y/[t] == (uf[t], uf[t]), we call r(J) = U/E.A(J) {"Yd 
the set characteristics defined for time t J. The assignment of states to characteristic 
curves is done as follows: We first state three properties that the assignment should 
satisfy, and then we assume the properties to hold in order to define the characteris-
tics at the induction step. Thus the characteristics are defined and the properties are 
verified simultaneously at the induction step. 

The characteristics determine a partitioning of the waves in uh appearing before 
time tJ • It is important to estimate the "fineness" of the partition. For Liu [15], the 
fineness is built into the procedure by an initial partitioning of the waves. The cost 
of having Jt(J) as an index set is that we must estimate the fineness of the partition 
as a function of J. This together with an estimate for the speed of characteristic 
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curves is given in Theorem (5.12). The remainder of §5 is essentially devoted to 
obtaining estimates for the change IU?[/] - u?[O]I, q = L, R, in terms of changes in 
Q and in terms of strengths of elementary waves assigned to characteristic curves 
that cross the characteristic curve of I in time [0, I J]. We now proceed with the 
definition of the characteristics in detail. 

Let vII(j°, l) = {j0, JO + 1, ... , l}, where JO < l are in the set {O, 1, ... ,J}. 
Let 
(4.1) ..it(j0, l) = {I: vII(j°, l) -+ Z: l(j) - l(j - 1) E {O, I}}. 
For each element of I E A(J°, l), define the function 

(4.2) 

as follows: 

XI(lj ) = xl(j)' JO ~J ~l, 

XI(lj + 1) - XI(lj ) 
X/(/) = XI(lj ) + k (I - tJ, tj ~ t ~ tj+ 1• 

Thus each element IE A(J°, l) corresponds to a continuous, timelike, piecewise 
linear curve in the xt-plane given by the graph of XI' Note that the graph of XI is 
defined in [tjO, til and connects successive mesh points; i.e., the slope of the curve is 
either 0 or k/h. If J, t is outside the domain of I, XI' then we write l(j) = 0, 
xl(t) = 0, respectively. 

Let 

(4.3) A(J) = 

Then for IE ..it(J), define JIO, Jl (the initial and final indices of I) to be the positive 
integers such that 1 E A(J?, Jl). Let I? == Ijp, t} == tjl' and note that t} ~ J. 

We presently define the set vII(J) of indices for the characteristics, as well as the 
set r(J) of characteristics, by induction on J. For p = 1, ... , n, the set of indices 
for the p-characteristics is a set vii p(J) c A(J), and vII( J) = U;_l vii / J), where 
the RHS is a disjoint union. Corresponding to each 1 Evil p( J) is the characteristic 

'(I = (uf, un E rp( 1), 
each entry being a function of t for t? ~ t < t} ~ tJ . We let '(1[1] == (uf[t], uf[tD 
denote the value of '(I at time t. The functions uf[t], uf[t] (the left and right states 
of the characteristics '(I at time t) are constant on intervals tj ~ t < tj+1 for 
J? ~J <Jl· r(J) is the disjoint union r(J) = U;_lrp(J). For convenience we set 
'(I[t] = 0 for t ~ [t?, t}). 

Before defining vII(J) and r(J) precisely, we first list three properties (Properties 
(4.1), (4.2) and (4.3» which the characteristics satisfy. Then for p = 1, ... , n we 
simultaneously define vII/J), rp(J) and verify Properties (4.1)-(4.3) by induction 
on J. 

Property (4.1) states that each set vII/J), p = 1, ... , n, is partially ordered and 
expresses the fact that characteristics of the same family never cross: 
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PROPERTY (4.1). If 11' 12 E vIt iJ), then for every 

(4.4) 

we have that either Il(J) ~ 12(j) or 12(j) ~ Il(J). If [j/?, jU n [j/~, j/~] =1= 0 and 
Il(j) ~ 12(j) for j satisfying (4.4), then we say that 11 ~ 12 (or 11 lies to the left of 
12 ). 

Property (4.2) states that the left and right states of the p-characteristics I E vIt p (J) 
that satisfy l(j) = i, j < J, strict inequality 1, partition the p-wave curve S;(., L( Y!j)) 
between L(Yi~) and R(Yi~): 

PROPERTY (4.2). Let i E Z, j E [0,1 - 1] be such that Yi~ =1= O. Let {/o, ... , la-d 
be the set of p-characteristics IE vltiJ) satisfying l(j) = i, and ordered so that 
Ik ~ Ik+ l in the sense of Property (4.1). Let uL == L(Y!j), UR == R(y!j) and let 
OR == Yi~ (so that, e.g., UR = S;(OR; UL)). Then for tj ~ t < tj +l , 

ut(t) = uL> utl(f) = UR 

and 

utJf) = ut(t) = S;(Ok; UL)' 

where Ok E (0, OR) and IOk+ll > lOki, ~ k ~ a-I. We define 

(4.6) 

(i.e., round brackets around f to distinguish it from y/[f)) to be the signed strength of 
the characteristic Y/k at time f E [fj' tj + l ), 1 ~ k ~ a-I. Moreover, for ° E (0,1) 
and t E [t1' tj + l ), we define 

(4.7) ul:(t) == S;(Ok + O(Ok+l - Ok); UL) 

for 1 ~ k ~ a-I. 
Note that if Property (4.2) holds, then we can use (4.6) and (4.7) to determine 

y/(t) and u,(t) for alII E vIt p(J), t < tJ • We use (4.7) to define two characteristics 
y/!; and y/: corresponding to each ° E (0,1) and each I E vIt p(J) satisfying I( J) = i, 
as follows: 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

{
/(J) 

I!(J) = i 
i + 1 

if j ~ J - 1, 
if j = J, q = L, 
if j = J, q = R, 

yt!;lt] = (uf[t], u/[t]), 

ydt] = (u/[t], uf[t]). 

(I.e., ° determines a splitting of the characteristic y/ into a characteristic y/{; of 
strength oy/(t) and a characteristic y/: of strength (1 - o)y/(t).) 

Property (4.3) expresses the fact that characteristics trace nonzero elementary 
waves of a given family and sign: 

PROPERTY (4.3). If I E vIt p( J), then the signed strength y/(t) of the characteristic 
y/ is constant and nonzero in [t?, tD. 
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When Property (4.3) holds, we write 

(4.11) sgn{y,(t)} == sgn(!). 

For convenience, we set 'I,(t) = ° for t $. [t?, t}). 
We now define vltp(J) and fp(J) by induction on J. We simultaneously verify 

Properties (4.1)-(4.3), which are assumed in the induction step. 
First assume J = 1. Define 

vIt p(l) = {If': 'I/'oq * 0, p = 1,2, q = L, R}, 
where I? is defined by 

1((0) = i, /((1) = C + 1 
if q = L, 
if q = R. 

Then for ° .,;:;; t < k == t1 and 'I/'oq * 0, define 

It is easy to verify that Properties (4.1)-(4.3) hold for vIt p(1) and f p(l). 
N ow assume for induction that vIt p ( J) ~ vIt ( J) has been defined, and that for 

every I E vIt p( J), 
'I, [t] = (u f[ t ], u f[ t]) 

has been defined in such a way that Properties (4.1)-(4.3) are satisfied. We define 
vltp(J + 1), fp(J + 1) in terms ofvltp(J), fp(J) and see that Properties (4.1)-(4.3) 
hold for vIt p (J + 1), fp (J + 1), respectively. 

To define vIt p(J + 1) and f/J + 1), we define the sets 

vIt~(J + 1) = {l Evltp(J + 1): 1(J) = i}, 
for each i E Z. The sets vIt / J + 1) and fp (J + 1) are then defined by 

vIt p (J + 1) == {vIt p ( J) (J.it (J - I)} U { Uvlt ~ (J + I)}, 
I 

fp (J + 1) == { 'I,: I E vIt p (J + I)}. 
So fix i E Z. It remains to define vIt~(J + 1) and ('I,: I Evltp(J + I)}. If '1/./ = 0, 
then define 

where 
(4.12) 2* = {lEvltp(J): I(J) = i,sgn(!) * sgn('I!J)}. 

So assume 'I!J*O. Let {lo, ... ,la-d~vIt/J) denote the indices in vIt/J) 
satisfying 

and ordered so that Ik-1 .,;:;; lk' 1 .,;:;; k .,;:;; a-I, in the sense of Property (4.1). Define 
u L == L('I/;), U R == R('I!J), 

k-l 
0'0 = 0, O'k = L 'I,,(t./ -), k = 1, ... ,a, 

s=o 
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Let ClR be defined for UR == .9"(ClR; u L ). Note that Clk is defined by 0 ~ k ~ a, and 
Ylk(tJ - ) = Clk+l - Clk, k = 0, ... , a - 1. Choose n so that ClR E (Cln, Cln+d. If ICIRI 
> IClal, let Cla + 1 == ClR, so that then n = a. Let 

{
Uh(Xi + aJ+ 1h, tJ+ 1 -) if yt/ :to 0 and Yi~R :to 0, 

U M = UL ifYi~L=O, 
·f PR 0 U R I YiJ = , 

For k = n, define (cf. (4.8)-(4.10» 
o if j < J, n = a, 

if j = J, n = a, 
if j ~ J, n < a, 

I~(j) = 

i + 1 
o 

if j = J + 1, I Cln I < I CI M I, 
if j = J + 1, I Cln I ~ I CI M I , 
if j > J + 1, 

o 
In(j) 

i + 1 
o 
o 

if j ~ J + 1, n = a, 
if j ~ J, n < a, 

if j = J + 1, I Cln I < I CI M I, n < a, 
if j = J + 1, I Cln I ~ I CI M I, n < a, 
if j > J + 1, 

if t < tJ , n = a, 
(U a , ua+ 1) if tJ ~ t < tJ + 1 , n = a, 

[ ] ClR - Cln . 
'II L t , CI = If t < tJ , n < a, 

•• Cln+ 1 - Cln 

(Un' UR) if tJ ~ t < tJ+ 1 , n < a, 

o ift~tJ+l' 

o ift<tJ + 1,n=a, 

o iftJ~t,n<a, 

if t < tJ , n < a, 
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Let 

!l'<n=={/~:OEtk<n}, !l'=={/;,I:}, !l'>n=={lk:n<kEta-1}. 

Define 

(4.l3) 

For I E!l'* let alq, q = L, R, be defined by u?UJ + ) = Y(alq; ud, and set 

(4.14) !l'''M== {/E!l'*: aM~ (a/,aIR )}. 

Moreover if I E!l'* and aM E (a/, at), then let a == (aM - a/)/(at - a/), and 
set (cf. (4.8)-(4.10» 

(4.15) !l'M == {I:: IE!l'*, aM E (a/, at), q = L or R}. 

Finally, we define 

(4.16) 

in the case 'Y/J '* O. 
Since "II is defined for all I E .,K~(J + 1) this completes the definition of 

.,K~(J + 1) and r;(J + 1). We leave it to the reader to verify from the above 
construction that Properties (4.1)-(4.3) are satisfied by .,Kp(J + 1) and rp(J + 1). 
This completes the definition of the approximate characteristics. 

We say that "II E r(J) is cancelled at (x j , t) if l(j) = i and j = jl. From (4.16) it 
is clear that "II E r(J + 1) is cancelled at (Xi' tJ ) if and only if IE !l'>n u!l'* or 
I = I: where n = a. 

5. Properties of approximate characteristics. In this section we study properties of 
the characteristics r ( J) and index set .,K ( J) defined in the previous section. Let u h 

be a given approximate solution generated by the random choice method from initial 
data uo. The sets r(J) and .,K(J) associated with uh are determined by the choices 
of uo, J, a, h and Y, which we take to be given. We let .,K == .,K(J), r == r(J). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, L2 is taken to mean L/E2 whenever 
!l' ~.,K. We now develop some definitions. 

Let %(t) denote the index set for the "null" characteristics that are either 
cancelled or else are created by "nonlinearities" in time [O,t], t < tJ ; i.e., 

(5.1) %(t)== {lE.,K:t?>Oort}~t}. 

We partition %(t) into %o(t) and %Iit) as follows: 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
%o(t) == {l E %(t): t? = o}, 
%IAt) == {l E %(t): t? > o}. 

By Property (4.3), the index set .,K partitions into.,K = .,K+U .,K-, where .,K+=. {I 
E.,K: sgn(l) > O} and .,K-== {I E.,K: sgn(l) < O}. We call .,K+ [resp . .,K-] the set 
of rarefaction wave [resp. shock wave] characteristics. For p = 1, ... , n and q = + 
or -, define 

(5.4) 
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Similarly. define Aj/(t) == %(t) (i J(j, and set 

(5.5) .Aj,%(t) == .Aj,q(t) (i%o(t), .Aj,Mt) == .Aj,q(t) (i%rAt), 

so that .Aj,q(t) is the disjoint union of .;r;,Mt) U .;r;,~(t). 
We say that two characteristics YI and Ym intersect at time tj if l(j) = m(j) and 

l(j - 1) *' m(j - 1). The following lemma which can verified by induction on J 
implies the uniqueness of intersection times for characteristics in different families. 

LEMMA (5.1). If I E J(p' mE J(p and p < p', then xm - XI is a nondecreasing 
function of time for t E [tf, t}] (i [t~, t~]. 

The next lemma follows from Properties (4.1)-(4.3): 

LEMMA (5.2). If I, m E J( p' sgn(l) *' sgn(m), and /intersects m attime tj ~ t < tJ , 

then either IE %(T) or mE %(t). Moreover, if I and m are both shock wave 
characteristics, then there is at most one interesection time to, and for all t E [to, t}) (i 
[to, t~) we have xl(t) = xm(t)· 

Define 

(5.6) if l(j) = i, 
otherwise. 

We call Nij( l) the nonlinearity contributed by the characteristic YI at the mesh point 
(Xi' tj) (cf. [16]). In particular, since YI(t) is constant on [tf, t}], we must have 
N;ll) = 0 unless I E %(t) and either j? = J or Jl = J. Define 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

so that 

(5.9) 

Ci/I) = UY/(tj -) I 

Eij(l) = {~Y/( tj + ) I 

if I (j) = i and J = il, 
otherwise, 

if I (j) = i and J = J?, 
otherwise, 

We call Cij(l) the cancellation and Eill) the error in the nonlinearity Nij(l). The 
following proposition is a restatement of Lemma (GLl) in the language of ap-
proximate characteristics: 

PROPOSITION (5.3). There exists Go > 0 such that 

(5.10) LEij(l) ~ GoDij 
j( 

and 

(5.11) {~Cij(l)} - Cf} ~ GoDij 
p 

for p = 1, ... , nand q = + or 
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(Note that since Eij(l) = C;/I) = 0 for 1 f/. %(t), sums over ~ and ~') can be 
replaced by sums over %(t;) and ./V;/(tj ) in (5.10) and (5.11), respectively.) 

COROLLARY (5.3). There exists Go > 0 such that 

(5.12A) L iy,i ~ Go[Q(O) - Q(t)], 
%,,(/) 

(5.12B) 

PROOF. If 1 E %0(t), then tP > O. Thus by (5.5), 

iy,i = E'(JPl,jP(i) 

and so by Lemma (GU) 

L iy,i ~ L LE;j(i) ~ LGoDij ~ Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]. 
%,,(/) ij -It ij 

This verifies (5.12A). For (5.12B), note that since ly,(t)1 is constant on [tP, t}), we 
must have 

Thus by (5.12A) 

L iy,i~ GoVo· 
.A'\%,,(tJ) 

L iy,i = L iy,i + L iy,i ~ GoVo· 
-It -It\%,,(tJ) %,,(IJ ) 

For j ~ J, define the set of indice pairs associated with waves that approach at 
time t (cf. (3.11»: d(t) = d 1(t) U d 2(t), where 

(5.13) d 1(t) == {(I, m): I, m E ~p for some p = 1, ... , n, x,(t) < xm(t), 

and either 1 or m is in ~-}, 

(5.14) d 2(t) == {(I,m): 1 E~p, m E~p' for p <p', and x,(t) > xm(t)}. 

(Here we use (I, m) to denote the set or unordered pair {l, m}. Note also that 
x,(t) < xm(t) implies x,(t) '* 0 '* xm(t), so that lytCt) I '* 0 '* IYm(t)I·) 

We call d 1(t) and d 2(t) the index sets for the characteristics that approach at 
time t and are in the same and different families, respectively. Define 

(5.15) dij == { (I, m): 1 (j) = m (j) = j and (I, m) E .91 ( t j - ) } . 

The following is a consequence of Property (4.3) together with the definition of Q 
and D;i 

LEMMA (5.4). We have 

(5.16) Q(t) = 
(',m)Ed(/) 
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and 

(5.17) 

From here on out, we write Lx in place of L(/,m) ex, etc. 
Define .!IJfo(t) and .!IJfrzJ(t) as follows: 

(5.18) .!IJfo (t) == {( I, m) E.!IJf (0): either I or m is in .Al'o (t ) } , 

(5.19) .!IJfrAt) == {(I,m) E.!IJf(t): eitherlormisin .Al'0(t)}. 

LEMMA (5.5). Let .!IJf' ~ .!IJf(O) \.!IJf(T), T < t,. Then 

(5.20) .!IJf (T) ~.!IJf (0) u.!IJf 0( t) \.!IJf'. 

PROOF. By the definition of .!IJf(t), (I, m) E .!IJf(t) implies that "I1(t) *' 0 and 
"Im(t) *' 0, thus .!IJf(T) n.!lJf' = 0. Assume then that 1 and m are in .H\.AI'rzJ(T) 
and (I, m) E .!IJf(T). It remains only to show that (I, m) E .!IJf(O). But by the 
definition of .!IJf, the only way (I, m) could fail to be in .!IJf(O) is if I and m intersect 
at two distinct times in [0, T], which contradicts Lemma (5.1) or (5.2). For example, 
if 1 E.H p and m E.H p" P < p', then by (5.14), xl(T) > xm(T). Thus by Lemma 
(5.1), XI(t) > xm(t) for all t < T. Hence (I, m) E .!IJf(O). 

LEMMA (5.6). There exists Go > 0 such that, for all T < t" 

(5.21) L l"I/IIYml ~ Go[Q(O) - Q(T)]. 
d .. (T) 

PROOF. By (5.12) and (5.13), 

L IY/II"Iml ~ L 1"1/1 L I "1m I ~ Go[Q(t) - Q(O)]. 
d .. (T) le.,l( me.ff .. 

LEMMA (5.7). There exists Go> 0 such that, if 

(5.22) .!IJf' ~ .!IJf(O) \.!IJf(T) , T < f" 

and 

(5.23) L l"I/IIYml ~ L, 
d' 

then 

(5.24) Q(O) - Q(T) ~ L/Go. 

PROOF. By Lemma (5.5) and (5.22) we have 

.!IJf(T) ~d(O) Ud0(T)\.!IJf'. 

Thus 

~ Q(O) + Go[Q(O) - Q(T)] - L. 
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Combining terms, this gives Q(O) - Q(T) ~ L/(Go + 1). Since Go is generic, this 
verifies (5.24). 

PROPOSITION (5.8). There exists Go> 0 such that, if 

(5.25) 

for T < tJ , then 

(5.26) 

Since T is fixed here, we set Aj,q == Aj,q(T), etc. 

PROOF. Assume that (5.25) holds. Then for some p E {I, ... , n} and q = + or -
we must have 

(5.27) L ly,1 ~ L/2n. 
A-';,q(l) 

For convenience, assume q = +. By (5.7) and (5.8), 

(5.28) 

~ L GoD;j + L L Cij(l), 
ij ij A-';,+ (I) 

where the sum on i,j is over {(i,j): -00 <i< +00, tj~t}. But r.;jD;j~ 
Go[Q(O) - Q(t»), together with (5.27) and (5.29), implies that for some Go> 0, 

(5.29) L L Cij(l) ~ L/2n - Go [Q(O) - Q(t)] 
ij A-';,+ (I) 

and so by (5.11) 

(5.30) LC;~ ~ L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]. 
ij 

Thus we can apply (5.11) again with q = - to obtain 

or 

(5.31) 

L L Cij(l) - LC,j ~ Go[Q(O) - Q{t)]' 
ij A-';,-(I) ij 

L L C;j{l) ~ L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]. 
ij A-';,+ (I) 

Therefore, by (5.7) and (5.8), 

L IYsl~ L L C;j(s) - L L E;/s) 
SEA-';,+(t) ij SEA-';,-(I) ij SEA-';,-(I) 

~ L/2n - Go [Q(O) - Q{t)]. 

We now have that for some Go> 0, both 

(5.32A) L ly,l ~ L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)] 
,EA-';,+ 
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and 

(5.32B) 
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I.: IYsl;;" L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]. 
se.A1 

By Corollary (5.3), this implies that for some Go > 0, q = + and -, we have 

(5.33) I.: IYtl;;" L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]. 
A;'6 

Let d' = {(r, s): r E ~ri, s E ~}. Then by (5.2), (5.5) and the definition of d, 
d' ~ d(O) \d(T). Moreover, 

(5.34) EIYtIlYml;;" I.: I.: IY,IIYsl;;" {L/2n - Go[Q(O) - Q(t)]}2 
~' ,eA;o seA;o 

;;" L2/4n2 - Go [Q(O) - Q(t)], 

where we use the fact that L ~ Vo ~ Go and [Q(O) - Q(t)] ~ Go for some Go > O. 
Thus by Lemma (5.7), 

Q(O) - Q(T) ;;" L2/Go4n 2 - [Q(O) - Q(T)], 

or 

(5.35) 

Since Go is generic we can take 1/SGon2 to be Go, so (5.35) establishes Proposition 
(5.S). 

COROLLARY (5.S). There exists Go positive so that if T < t J and 
(5.36) Q(O) - Q(T) ~ L, 
then 

(5.37) I.: IYtl ~ GoLl/2. 
.N"(T) 

We next define index sets for characteristics that intersect a given characteristic in 
a given time interval. Let 

(5.3S) ~t{j) = {m E..It: m{j) = l{j) and (I, m) E d 2 ( tj - )}, 

(5.39) Bt{j) = I.: IYml, 

(5.40) 
j2 

Btltl , t2 ] = I.:Bt{j)· 
j1 

In addition, for 1 E ..It;, define 

~1R{j) = {m E..It;: m{j) = l{j), m{j - 1) > l{j - I)}, 
~/L{j) = {m E..It;: m{j) = l{j), m{j - 1) < l{j - I)}, 
~/{j) = ~1R{j) u ~Ii{j)· 
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For q = L, R or absent, define g.j'~[tl' t 2 ] as in (5.40). (Note here that script g.j' 
denotes a set, while upper case B denotes a real number.) 

In the next section, we use the following technical result: 

PROPOSITION (5.9). Let 

(5.41) "";[iv iRl == {/ E "";: /(0) E [iL' iR1}. 
Assume that s E ""; \S(T), s(O) = iL> that 

(5.42) L I'Y/I ~ 4L 

and that 

(5.43) 

~[iL,iR] 

I'YIO I ~ L 
for all i E [i L> i R] such that 'YIO < O. Then there exists Go > 0 such that, if L < P. and 

(5.44) L I'Y/I> L, 
SlliR[O,T] 

Then 
(5.45) 
Moreover, if the hypotheses are satisfied with s(O) = i Rand g.j';L[O, T] > L, then 
again (5.45) follows. 

To prove Proposition (5.9), we use following lemma: 

LEMMA (5.9). Let {L; };'!.l be a nonnegative sequence of numbers which satisfies 
(5.46) 0 ~ Li ~ L, 

(5.47) 

Then 
(5.48) L LjLj ~ L2. 

l .. j<j .. m 

PROOF. Let i* = inf{i: t~:lLj ~ L}. Then L j* ~ L implies that tj_i*+lLj ~ L. 
Therefore, 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION (5.9). Let g.j'o == g.j';R[O, T] \S(T) and g.j'0 == g.j';R[O, T] 
n S(T). Let Lo = tgol'Y/l and L0 = tg.,I'Y/I. Without loss of generality, assume 
Lo > 3L. If not, then L0 > L, in which case Proposition (5.8) implies that 

Q(O) - Q(T) ~ L2/GO' 

which gives (5.45). Let g.j'jO == {/ E g.j'o: /(0) = i}, and define L j = tgiOl'Y/l. 
Let i" = max{ i: L j '* O}, and let i' = min { i", i R}' By (5.42) and (5.44), 
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Moreover by Property (4.3), L; = -Yio if yio < 0 and L; = 0 otherwise, so that 
L; ~ L for all i E [i L> i"]. Thus the conditions of Lemma (5.9) hold, and we have 

L L;Lj ~ L2. 

But by definition, (I, m) E d'(O) \d'(T) if I, m E !140 and 1(0) =fo m(O). Thus 

d(O) \d(T) ~ L IY/IIYml ~ L L;Lj ~ L2. 

Therefore, by Lemma (5.7) we conclude 

Q(O) - Q(T) ~ L2jGO' 

Finally, define A /[ t], the speed of the characteristic Y/ at time t as follows: Let 
I E.A P' t E [ti' tj + l ) n[t?, t}), and assume that l(j) = i. Then 

( A(Yl) ifi<O, 
(5.49) A/[t] == ( ) 

Ap uf[t] if I> O. 

We now estimate the change in uf, uf and A, for 1 E .A(J) \%(J). 

LEMMA (5.10). Let 1 E .A(J) \%(J). Then 

(5.50) IU7 [tj + ] - u7[ tj - ] I ~ Go{ B,(j) + D'U),j} ' 

(5.51) IA,[tj +] - A,[tj -] I ~ Go{ B/(j) + B/-(j) + C'U),j + D/U),j} 

forq = L, R. 

COROLLARY (5.10). Let 1 E .A\%(T), tl < t2 < T < tJ . Then for q = Land R, 

(5.52) lu7[t2] - u?[tl ] I ~ Go{ B/[tl , t 2] + [Q(t l ) - Q(t2)]}, 

(?.53) IA/[t 2] - A/[tl ] I ~ Go{ B/[tl , t 2] + B/-[tl , t2] + [Q(tl ) - Q(t2)]l/2}. 

Moreover, 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

IU?[t2] - u?[tl ] I ~ GoVo, 

IA/[t2] - A/[tl ] I ~ GoVo' 

Let a be a fixed equidistributed sequence, 6 ~ aj ~ 1 [15, 16]. Let 1= (c, d) C 

[0,1] and let 0 < Nl < N2. Define 

N(I, Nl , N2) == Card{j E [Nl' N2]: aj E I}. 
The following is a result regarding equidistributed sequences [15, 16]: 

LEMMA (5.11). For every M > 1 there exists No> 1 such that, if N ~ No, then 

(5.56) 11/1-" N(I, j~ + N) 1 < ~ 
for allj ~ MN, 1= (c, d) C [0,1], 111= Id - cl. Moreover, for the best equidistrib-
uted sequences, 

(5.57) 
where N(M, a) denotes the infimum of all such No for a given a. 
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For IE Jt, t E [t?, t}), define 

(S.58) E[(t) = x[(t) - x[(t?) - f A[[t]dt. 
t? 

THEOREM (S.12). For each equidistributed sequence a there exists a positive function 
I(p.) ~ 1, I(p.) -+ 0 as Jt -+ 0, such that the following two statements hold: 

Ifh ~/(p.)v, t E [t?,t}), then 

(S.S9) 

for alii EJt+(J) such thatt? = 0, t};;;. v. Ifh ~/(p.)tJ' t E [t?,t}), then 

(S.60) 

for alii E Jt. 

(Here (S.59) says that the strength of rarefaction characteristics tends to zero 
uniformly with h due to the splitting of characteristics; and (5.60) says that as 
h -+ 0, characteristics move with characteristic speed.) 

PROOF. First, for I E Jt, define (cf. (S.51), Lemma (S.lO» 

(S.61) 
}2 

A[(jl, j2) = L G o{ B[(j) + B[-U) + C[(j),} + D[(j),}}' 
}=}1 

Set A == Max{2, GoVo}, so that 

(S.62) A[(jl, j2) ~ GoVo ~ A, A;;;. 2, 

for all jl, j2 < J. Let a and p. > 0 be given. Let M be the smallest integer such that 

(S.63) 

and define 
(S.64) I(p.) = ljMN(M,a), 

where in addition to all previous estimates, Go satisfies 

(S.6S) 

for all IE Jt;, p = 1, ... , n, t? ~ t < t} < tJ • (Recall that the strength ly[(t)1 is 
constant and equal to ly[1 for all t? ~ t < t}.) Such a Go exists by Property (4.3) 
together with the assumption of genuine nonlinearity. Here N(M, a) is defined in 
Lemma (S.11). We first verify (S.59). For this case choose v > 0, and let 1 E Jt; 
satisfy t} > v. Fix h ~/(p.)v, and set N = vM-1h-l, so that h = v/MN, and by 
definition of /' N;;;. N(M, a). By (S.51), 

(S.66) 
} 

L IA[[t}' +] - A[[I}' -] 1 ~ A[(I, j). 
}'=O 

Thus for some integer m, 0 ~ m ~ M - 1, we must have 

(S.67) 
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But this implies that for some j E [mN, (m + I)N), 

Xi + ajh E (Xi + AL(j)k, Xi + AL(j)k + 3A/M), 

or equivalently, 

aj E [A,[tj],A,[tj ] + 3A/M]k/h. 

where i = /(j). This follows because (5.66) and (5.67) imply that there is a fixed and 
open interval I, Ie [AL(j), AL(j) + 3A/M)k/h for all j E [mN, (m + I)N), such 
that III ~ AIM> 11M, where we use (5.62). Thus by Lemma (5.11), 

N(I,mN,(m + I)N) ~ {III- A/M}N > 0, 
and so N(l, mN, (m + I)N) ~ 1. By definition of approximate characteristics, this 
implies that 

IAA Untj +]) - AAuf[tj -]) I ~ 3A/M 

for that value of j E [mN, (m + I)N) for which aj E 1. Thus by (5.65), 

1'Y,(tj +) I ~ 3GoA/M ~ JI. 

This verifies (5.59) since tj ~ JI < t} implies I'Y,I = 1'Y,(tj + )1. 
We now verify (5.60). Fix h ~/(IL)tJ' and set N == tJM- 1h-1 so that h = tJ/MN, 

and by (5.64) N ~ N(M, a). 
Without loss of generality, we do the case I E vii (tJ) \.AI'(tJ), the case / E .AI'(tJ) 

being similar. Thus let / E vii ( J) \ .AI' ( t j) be fixed. Define 

(5.68) B,(jl, j2) == x/(tj2 ) - x,(tj1 ) - fi2 A,[t]dt, 
lil 

and let Aj == A,[tj - ). By the definition of approximate characteristics, 
j2 

where 

B,(jl, j2) = L B,(j), 
j-j1 

if aj ~ *A j , 

if aj > *A j • 

For j E [1, N), IAj - All ~ A,(I, N) == Ao. Define 

Jill = {j ~ N: aj ~ *Aj }, Jil2 = {j ~ N: aj > *Aj }, 

(5.69) II = [0,1 - *A1 - Ao], 12 = [1- *A1 + A o,I], 

13 = [1 - *A1 - Ao, 1 -*A1 + Ao], 

and set 

(5.70) n = 1,2,3. 
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Then by (5.70), 

Now we can estimate 
N 

(5.71) IE/(l, N) 1 = ~ E/U) ~ (~Al )hNl - (1 - ~Al )hN2 + ~AOhN 
}-I 

~ (~Al )hNl - (1 - ~Al )hN2 + hN3 + ~AohN. 
But since N = N(p., a), 

( k) 1 (k) 1 k 1 Nl ~ 1 - hAl N + M N , N2 ~ hAl N - M N , N3 ~ 2AohN + M N . 
Substituting into (5.71) gives 

IE/(l,N)I~ (~Al)h(l - ~Al)N +(~Al) ~hN 

-(1 - ~A )h(~A )N +(1 - ~A ).lhN hI hI hIM 
k 1 k 

+2hAohN + MhN + hAohN 

1 k 
~ 2 MhN + 3h AohN. 

Now since hN = tJIM, conclude that 

IE/(l, N) 1 ~ tJ ~ {2 ~ + 3~A/(0, N)}. 

Similarly, 

IE/(mN + 1, (m + l)N) 1 ~ tJ ~{2 ~+ 3~A/(mN + 1, (m + l)N)}. 

Therefore, 

= {2 + 3~A/(j/O,jn}tJ ~ 

~ {2 + 3~A}tJ ~ ~ ILtJ, 

thus verifying (5.60). For the best equidistributed sequences, N( M, a) = Gop. -1 by 
Lemma (5.11), and so in this case I(p.) = Gop.2 by (5.63) and (5.64). This completes 
the proof of Theorem (5.12). 

6. The main estimate. In this section we study approximate solutions u\x, t) 
generated by the random choice method from initial data uS(x) which satisfies 
(6.1) uS(±oo) =0. 
We study the approximate solutions in a coordinate system of Riemann invariants if 
one exists, and if not, then in a coordinate system that is a good approximation to a 
coordinate system of Riemann invariants near u = O. 
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Thus, let Z == (Zl"'" zn) denote a coordinate system of Riemann invariants if one 
exists; i.e., in this case assume that the mapping u -. Z is a 1-1 smooth map taking 
o -. 0, and which satisfies the condition 
(6.2) O/ozk ex: Rk. 
Such a coordinate system exists if and only if there is a choice of eigenvector fields 
{Ric }k=l such that [Ri, Ric] = 0 for all j, k E {l, ... , n}, where [ ] denotes the Lie 
bracket. A coordinate system of Riemann invariants always exists in the case n = 2. 

If a coordinate system of Riemann invariants does not exist, then choose Z = 
(Zl"'" zn) to satisfy (cf. [6, 17]) 

(6.3) 

In either case, let zp be the wave strength parametrization of the p-shock-rarefaction 
curve c??IiUL) in a neighborhood of U = 0 (cf. (2.1». 

For example, we take a == ziu) - zp(uL ) in the equation U = Tia; uL ), so that 
(6.4) yP == zp(u R ) - zp(u L ) 

defines the signed strength of a p-wave yP with left and right states uL and uR• 

We let U denote a neighborhood of u = 0 in which Riemann problems are 
uniquely solvable such that Z p is a regular wave strength parameter for all p-wave 
curves in U, and such that Lemma (GLl) (cf. (3.15), (3.16» applies with this measure 
of wave strength. We say that V is sufficient for U in Lemma (GL2) if any 
approximate solution uh satisfying (6.1) together with 

(6.5) Vo == L Iyfol < V, 
i,p 

takes values in U for all x and t, and satisfies the conclusions (3.18)-(3.20) of 
Lemma (GL2) as well. We say that M is sufficient for U and V in Lemma (GL3) if 
(6.6) Vo < V, 

together with 

(6.7) Ilu~(·) lis ~ l/M, 
guarantee that uh takes values in U for all x, t, and satisfies the conclusions 
(3.18)-(3.23) of Lemma (GL3) as well. It is clear from the statements of Lemmas 
(GL2) and (GL3) that for every neighborhood U of u = 0 there is a V' such that 
any V < V' will be sufficient for U in Lemma (GL2); and in the case of a 
coordinate system of Riemann invariants, for every U and V there is an M' such 
that M > M' will be sufficient for U and V in Lemma (GL3). 

For u E U, let lui == Supp IZp(u)l, and forfunctions u: R -. U, define 

(6.8) lu(x) I == Sup Izp(u(x» I, 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

p 

Ilu(')lls== Sup{/u(x)l}. 
x 
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The following two lemmas will be needed. The first lemma estimates the change in 
z p' across a p-wave, p' '* p: 

LEMMA (6.1). Let yP be any p-wave with left and right states u L and u R satisfying 

(6.11) luql ~ l/M, q = L, R. 
Then 

(6.12) 

Moreover, if z is a coordinate system of Riemann invariants, then 

(6.13) Izp,(u R ) - Zp,(u L ) I ~ G~ lyPI. 
M 

PROOF. Statements (6.12) and (6.13) follow directly from (6.3) together with the 
fact that ~(UL) makes C 2 P.W. C3 contact with geiUL) at the state uL (cf. (2.1». 

It is clear from (13) that if U is sufficiently small, then 

(6.14) I zp( uR ) - zp( uL ) I> 2Izp'( uR ) - zp'( uL ) I 
for all p-waves with left and right states u L and u R in U, p' '* p. 

The next lemma is a technical but elementary uniform estimate for the speed of a 
p-shock in terms of z p" 

LEMMA (6.2). Let S denote a p-shock with speed s and left and right states u L and 
u R • Then there exist a constant Ml > 0 and a constant Go > 0 depending only on Ml 
andf, such that, if M > Ml and 

1 
(6.15) luql < M' q = L, R, 

(6.16) 
_ zp(u L ) + zp(u R ) 1 

zp(u) - 2 ~ 16M' 

and 

( 6.17) 

for all p' "* p, then 

(6.18) 

PROOF. Lemma (6.2) expresses in a uniform way the fact of Lemma (2.1) that 

(6.19) ( UL + uR ) 2 
S = A p 2 + O( 1) I S I . 

The existence of Ml follows from (6.3) and the uniformity follows from the 
compactness of U together with the fact that (a/aZp)Ap > O. 

In the analysis to follow, it is important to bound changes in A p by changes in z p' 

This can be done because z -+ u is a regular map, and V' A p • R p > O. Define 

aAA~«(J;uL)) 
(6.20) A == Inf a ' 

0, uL (J 
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where 0 = ziu) - ziu L ) and the infimum is taken over all values of 0, u L such 
that u = ~(o; uL ) E U. 

Now let Go be large enough to satisfy all previous conditions, as well as 
(6.21) Go~Max{I,A-\V}. 

Define the following constants: 

(6.22) 8 == 8(Go) = 1/64GJ. 

(6.23) G == G(8,Go) = 1/8 2 , 

(6.24) 
Choose U to be a sufficiently small neighborhood of u = 0 so that (6.14) holds and 

(6.25) U ~ {u: lui ~ M j- 1 } 

for i = 1,2. We prove the following theorem, which is a restatement of Lemmas 
(2A), (2B) of the Introduction. 

THEOREM (6.3). Let u h be a fixed random choice method approximate solution 
satisfying (1). Define 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

I/M == Ilu~{·) lis, 
e == Ilu~(·) IILl , 

T == e(GM)2. 
In the case that z is not a coordinate system of Riemann invariants, assume that 
(6.29) 
where V is sufficient for U in Lemma (GL2) and 

(6.30) V ~ 8/GJ. 
In the case that z is a coordinate system of Riemann invariants, assume that V is 
arbitrary and that 
(6.31) Vo ~ V 
and 
(6.32) M ~ if, 
where if is sufficient for U and V in Lemma (GL3). Under these assumptions, if 

(6.33) h < Min( :.:,. (30~~/2 ).( (12;r:)Gt/2)'). 
then 

(6.34) Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/( GM)2, 
where Q is the quadratic Glimm functional associated with u h (cf. (3.11)). Note that by 
(6.25), any u h that satisfies either (6.29) or (6.31), (6.32) must also satisfy lIu h(., t)lIs 
~ 1/ M2 for i = 1,2, so in particular 

(6.34A) M ~ GJ/8. 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem (6.3). From here 
on assume that uh is a given random choice method approximate solution that 
satisfies (6.1), (6.33) and either (6.29), (6.30) or (6.30), (6.31). Let r and .I( denote 
the characteristics and index set associated with uh and the time level tJ> where 
(6.35) J == Min{[Tlk] + 1, [2Tlk]}. 
(Here [ ) denotes "greatest integer in".) 

The choice of zp for the p-wave strength parameter determines the definition of 
wave strength for the characteristics in r (cf. (4.6)). In this case, for I E.I( p' 

'Y/(t) == zp( uf[t]) - zA uf[t]) 
defines the signed strength of the characteristic 'YI at time t < t J' Recall that 
'Y/(t) == 'YI is constant for t E [tf, tD, and identically zero elsewhere. 

The idea in the proof to follow is this: Since Iluo(' )lIs = 11M and lIuo(' )110 = e, 
there must be a "spike" in the initial data of height 11M and width on the order of 
eM. We use this to construct two characteristics 'Yr E r/ and 'Y3 E rp-' which would 
intersect before time T if there were no interactions to deflect the speeds of these 
characteristics from their initial speeds at time t = O. We then assume that Q(O) -
Q(T) :E; 1/(GM)2. By this assumption, there exists such 'Yr, 'Y3 which are not 
cancelled in time [0, T). We then use the same assumption to obtain estimates for the 
change in the speeds of 'Yr and 'Y3 between time t = 0 and t = T. These estimates are 
sufficient to guarantee that in time [0, T) the wave speeds of 'Yr and 'Y3 are not 
deflected enough from their initial speeds to prevent them from intersecting before 
time T. This intersection implies that one of them is cancelled before time T (cf. 
Property (4.1)). This is a contradiction and thus we conclude that Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 
1/(GM)2. We first use Lemma (6.1) together with (6.30) or (6.24) to estimate the 
total variation in zp contributed by characteristics not in the p-family. 

LEMMA (6.4). Our assumptions on uh imply 

(6.36) L Izp(uf[O]) - zp(uf[O]) I:E; 81M . 
.-If'\-Hp 

PROOF. A restatement of Lemma (6.1) in the language of approximate characteris-
tics is that 

(6.37A) 
for all I E .1(\.1( p; and if z is a coordinate system of Riemann invariants, then 

(6.37B) IzA uf[O]) -zp( uf[o]) I:E; Gol'Y/(O) 11M2. 
But by Property (4.2) 
(6.38) 

.A 

Thus statement (6.36) follows directly from either (6.37A) or (6.37B) by estimating 
the right-hand sides using either (6.30) or (6.34A), respectively. 

By (6.26) there exists p, 1 :E; P :E; n, such that 

ljM= SuplzAu~(x»)I. 
x 
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For convenience we assume that 

(6.39) 
x 

the case when l/M = - Infx{ z/u~(x»} being handled analogously. 
By (6.39) there exists a point x = (i + t)h such that 

(6.40) zp( u~(x») ~ (1 - a)/M. 

Define i A and i B by 

(6.41) 
iA = Sup{i: i < i +t and zP(U~{Xi -») ~ aiM}, 

iB = Inf{i: i> i +t and zP(U~{Xi +») ~ aiM}. 

Let 

(6.42) 

Define ~ ~ vH; and [/ ~ vH; by 

(6.43) 

and let (cf. (5.1)) 
(6.44) 

~= {lEvH;: x[{O) E (x1,x)}, 
[/= (I EvH;: x[{O) E (x,x 2)}, 

[/0 = [/\%{T). 

LEMMA (6.5). The following estimate holds: 

(6.45) IXB - xA I ~ eM/a. 

PROOF. By (6.40), 

e= f'XJ lu~{x)ldx~alxB-xAI/M. 
-00 

Solving for Ix B - x AI gives (6.45). 

PROPOSITION (6.6). If Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2, then there exist r E ~o and 
s E [/0' So = is, such that the following conditions hold: 

(6.46) 
and either 

(6.47) 

and 

(6.48) 

or else 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 
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for all i E A;[i ViR]' and (cf. (5.41» 

(6.51) L IYil> 481M, 

(6.52) 

..H; [i L , isl 

L IYil> 481M. 
~[is,iRl 

PROOF. We first verify the existence of r E 9Po satisfying (6.46). Let 

(6.53) 2= {I E A: x,(O) E [XA' x]}, 

75 

and let I, denote the interval [zp(uf[O]), zp(uf[O])]. Let 1/,1 denote the length of the 
interval I,. Let 

(6.54) m = Inf{z(u~(x)): x E [XA,XJ}. 
By (6.39) and (6.41), 

(6.55) - M ~ m ~ 81M. 
Property (4.3) states that the approximate characteristics partition the waves in the 
approximate solution uh at each time step. This together with (6.40) implies 

(6.56) 

By Lemma (6.4), 

(6.57) 

UI,:2 [m, (1 - 8)IM]. 
.fI' 

L 11,1 < 81M. 
!L'\..Hp 

and since we assume Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2, Corollary (5.8) implies 

(6.58) L 11,1 < 81M . 
.fI'n.!V (T) 

Since z/uf[O]) - zpCuf[O]) is positive for IE A+ and negative for IE A-, and 
since zp increases from m to (1 - 8)IM going from x A to x at time t = 0, we can 
write 

(6.59) 

Since 9P ~ 9Po u {2n %(T)}, (6.57), (6.58) and (6.59) imply 

(6.60) UI, ~ [O,1/MJ\X, 
9fo 

where X is a set of small measure, 
(6.61) m {X} < 481M < 1/16M, 

where we have used (6.22) to estimate 8. 
By (5.59), if r E 9Po, then 

(6.62) IYrl < 1/16M 
because h < Go1(1/16M)2T by (6.14). Thus (6.60)-(6.62) immediately imply the 
existence of r E 9Po such that (6.46) holds. 
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Similarly, we conclude as in (6.60) that 
UI,d [0, ljM] \X, 

where X satisfies (6.61), which directly implies the existence of s E sPo satisfying 
either (6.47), (6.48) or (6.49), (6.50). 

Define (cf. (5.38)-(5.40» 
(6.63) !JIll == {I E !JIlo: x,(O) ~ xr(O)}, 

(6.64) sPl == {l EsPo: x,(O) ~ x.(O)} , 

(6.65) PAo == {I E vH p': p' * p and 1, intersects 1s in [0, T /2l}, 

(6.66) Eo = E 11,1, 
ElIo 

(6.67) PAr == PAr[O, T /2], 

(6.68) 

(6.69) PA;q == PA;q[O, T/2], Q~ == E 11,1, q = L, R or absent. 
ElI;q 

Theorem (6.3) is a direct consequence of Proposition (6.6) together with 

PROPOSITION (6.7). If Q(O) - Q(T) < lj(GM)2 where uh satisfies our previous 
assumptions, then either r E .AI'(T) or s E .AI'(T). 

PROOF OF THEOREM (6.3). If Q(O) - Q(T) < 1/(GM)2, then by Proposition (6.7) 
either r E .AI'(T) or s E .AI'(T). But by Proposition (6.6) both r and s are in 
vH\.AI'(T). Thus by contradiction we must have Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. 

It remains to give a proof of Proposition (6.7). Proposition (6.7) is a consequence 
of the following lemmas. The idea is to show that if Q(O) - Q(T) < 1/(GM)2, then 
for t < T, AAt] andA.[t] are sufficiently close to Ar[O] and As[O], respectively, to 
guarantee that the characteristics 1r and 1s must intersect before time T. Then by 
Proposition (5.2), r E .AI'(T) or s E .AI'(T). 

LEMMA (6.8). Assume that Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. Then 
(6.70) E 11,1 ~ ~/M, 

~fr 

(6.71) 

PROOF. By Property (4.2), 

TV{ zp( u~(O»)} = E Izp( ur[O]) - zp( uf[O]) I. 
J( 

This together with (6.40)-(6.43) and (6.46) implies that 

E 11,1 ~ 3/4M - ~/M. 
~L 
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(Here we use the fact that z/uf[tj) - zp(uf[tj) is positive [negative] for IE vH; 
[I E vH;, respectively)). But 

L ly,1 ~ L ly,l- L ly,l, 
Ye L Yet; .%( T) 

and by Corollary (5.8) 

L ly,1 ~ Go/GM ~ fJ/M 
'%(T) 

since we assume Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. Thus by (6.22), fJ < 1/32, so 

L ly,1 ~ 3/4M - 2fJ/M ~ fJ/M. 
Yet; 

Similarly, in the case (6.49), (6.50) of Proposition (6.6), we must have 

L ly,1 = L ly,l- L ly,1 ~ 1/8M - fJ/M - fJ/M ~ fJ/M. 
yR yR '%(T) 

Since s E yet, the case (6.47), (6.48) immediately gives the conclusion (6.71). This 
completes the proof of Lemma (6.8). 

LEMMA (6.9A). If IE vHp' \.ff(T), p' *- p, and x,(O) E (xr(O), xs(O)), then in 
time [0, T], y, either intersects all the characteristics in fltf; (the case p' < p) or else it 
intersects all the characteristics in yet (the case p' > p). 

LEMMA (6.9B). If I E vH p' \ .ff(T), p' *- p, and y, intersects Yr or Ys in time 
[0, T /2], then in time [0, T], y, either intersects all the characteristics in fltf; or else it 
intersects all the characteristics in yet. 

PROOF. Since a is assumed to be equidistributed, statement (5.60) of Theorem 
(5.12) implies that for any I E vH p \ .ff(T), 1 ~ p ~ n, and t ~ T, 

Ix,( t) - x,(O) - { A,[ t] dt I ~ P,tJ = (GohtJ )1/2. 

Thus 

(6.72) 

where without loss of generality we have taken Go large enough so that 

IA,(t) - Api ~ Go/M 
for alII E vHp(J), t < tJ. 

For the proof of Lemma (6.9A), assume that IE vHp' \.ff(T), p' *- p. We do the 
case p' < p and y, intersects Yr in time [0, T /2]; i.e., we show that x,(T) - xr,(T) 
~ 0 for all r' E fltf; (cf. Proposition (5.1)). By (6.72), 
(6.73) x,(T) - xAT) = x,(T) - xr(T) + xr(T) - xr,(T) 

~ [x,(O) - xr(O)] + [Ap' - Ap]T + 2E 

+ [xr(O) - xAO)] + [Ap - Ap] T + 2E. 
Since y, intersects Yr in time [0, T /2], (6.72) also implies 

o ~ x,(T /2) - xr(T /2) ~ [x,(O) - xr(O)] + [Ap'(O) - Ap(O) 1 T /2 - E. 
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Moreover, by Lemma (6.5), 

[xr(O) - xAO)] ~ IXB - X A 1 ~ eM/8. 
Therefore substituting into (6.73) yields 
(6.74) 

x[(T) - xAT) ~ [Xp,(O) - Xp(0)]T/2 + {eM/8 + 5E} 

~ -XT/2 + {eM/8 + 5(GohtJ)1/2 + 5GoT/M} 

= {-I + 2EM/8TX + 1O(GohtJ)1/2/TX + lOGo/MX } TX/2. 
By (6.28) and (6.34A) we have 

2EM 2 2 1 
(6.75) 8TX ~ 8G 2MX ~ 8G 2( GJj8) X < 3"; 
by (6.33), h < (Tl/2X/30{i G&/2)2, so 

(6.76) ~(G h )1/2 ( 10{i G&/2) h1/2 1... 
TX 0 tJ ~ T 1/ 2X < 3' 

and by (6.34A) again, 
(6.77) 10Go/MX < 1/3. 
Thus (6.74) implies x[(T) - xr,(T) < O. This completes the proof of Lemma (6.9A). 

For the proof of Lemma (6.9B), assume 1 EAt p' \ .AI'(T), p *- p'. We do the case 
p' < p; i.e., we show that if 1 E Atp" p' < p, and x[(O) E (xr(O), x), then y[ 
intersects Yr' in time [0, T) for all r' E ~l. It suffices to show that x[(T) - xAT) 
~ O. 

x[(T) - xAT) ~ [x[(O) - xAO)] + [Xp - Xp] T + 2E 

EM {EM 2 ( )1/2 2Go} ~ T - XT + 2E = -1 + 8TX + TX GohTJ + MX TX < 0, 

where we have applied (6.75)-(6.77). This completes the proof of Lemma (6.9B). 

LEMMA (6.10). Assume that Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. Then for q = 0, rand s 
(cf. (6.63)-(6.69» 
(6.78) Bq ~ 8/M. 

PROOF. Write 

By Corollary (5.8), 

(6.79) 

Bq == L ly[1 = L ly[1 + L ly[l· 
fJlq fJlq \./I'(T) fJlq \./I'(T) 

L ly[1 ~ Go/GM, 
fJlqn./l'(T) 

since we assume that Q(O) - Q(T) ~ lj(GM)2. On the other hand, if 1 E 

!1Iq \.AI'(T), then Lemma (6.9) implies that y[ intersects all the characteristics in 
either ~l or!/'l in time [0, T). For example, assume the case ~l, and define 

d ' == {(I, r'): IE !1Iq \.AI'(T) and r' E ~l }. 
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Then .5#' ~ .5#(0) \.5#(T). Thus Lemma (5.7) implies 

(6.80) LIY/IIYr,1 ~ Go/G 2M2, 

since we assume Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. But by Lemma (6.8), 

(6.81) L ly/IIYr, 1 = ~{ L IY/I}{ L IY/I} ? 2~ L IY/I· 
s¥" !l4q\.AI'(T):?If; !l4q\.AI'(T) 

Combining (6.80) and (6.81) gives 

(6.82) L IY/I ~ 2Go/8G 2M; 
!l4q\.AI'(T) 

and combining (6.80) and (6.82) gives 

Bq ~ 4Go/8G 2M ~ 8/M, 

where we have applied (6.22) and (6.23). This completes the proof of Lemma (6.10). 

LEMMA (6.11). If Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2, then 

(6.83) Bs~ ~ 8/M 

for q = Land R. 

PROOF. First assume that (6.48) of Proposition (6.6) holds, and write 

+ L 

By Corollary (5.8), 

L IY/I ~ Go/GM, 
gr, n.Al'(T) 

and moreover (as in the proof of Lemma (6.10)), .>#' ~ .5#(0) \'>#(T) where 

.5#' == {(l,s'): IE f!i;, S' EY'OR, xs'(O) = xs(O)}. 
(Here we apply Lemma (5.2).) Thus as in (6.80)-(6.82), Lemma (5.7) implies that 

q= L,R, 

where we apply (6.48) in place of Lemma (6.8). 
Now assume (6.49)-(6.52) of Proposition (6.6) holds. In this case (6.50)-(6.52) 

satisfy the hypotheses (5.42), (5.43) of Proposition (5.9) with L = 8/M. Since we 
assume Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2, and 1/(GM)2 = 8 2(8/M)2 ~ Go(8/M)2, we 
can conclude f!i;q ~ 8/M for q = L, R. This completes the proof of Lemma (6.11). 

LEMMA (6.12). Assume that Q(O) - Q(T) ~ 1/(GM)2. Then 

(6.84) >'r[O] - >',[0] ? l/GoM. 

PROOF. We prove Lemma (6.12) by satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma (6.2). 
First, (6.46) implies 

(6.85) 
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and (6.47), (6.49) imply 

(6.86) 

BLAKE TEMPLE 

Let U == u;[O], and let S denote the p-shock S == Yi,O. Let {u L , uR } denote the left 
and right states, and (1 the speed of the p-shock S. By (5.49), As[O] = (1, and (6.86) 
gives 

o ~ zp(u R ) ~ zp(u:[O]) ~ 3/8M. 
By (6.39) we must have zp(u L ) ~ l/M. Thus 

zp(u L ) + zp(u R ) 11 
2 ~ 8M· 

By (6.85) 

_ zp(u L ) + zp(u R ) 1 
zp(u)- 2 ~16M· 

Moreover, for p' ¢ p, the difference in zp' between uR and u is bounded by the 
total variation in zp' of all waves that lie between xr(O) and xs(O) at t = O. By 
Property (4.3), this can be estimated by 

Izp'(u) - zp'( uR ) I ~ Bo + L IzA unO]) - z;,( uf[O]) I 
.f(p 

8 8 28 
~-+-=-""'M M M' 

where we have applied Lemmas (6.4) and (6.10) in the second inequality. Thus 
Lemma (6.2) applies with L = l/M to give 

Ap(U) - (1 ~ l/GoM. 
Therefore we conclude 

Ar[O] - As[O] = Ap(U) - (1 ~ l/GoM. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION (6.7). Assume that Q(T) - Q(O) ~ 1/(GM)2. We show 

that Yr intersects Ys in time [0, T /2]. By Proposition (5.2) this implies that either 
r E %(T) or s E %(T). Thus it suffices to show that xs(T /2) - xr(T /2) ~ O. By 
(5.53), 

(6.87) IAAT/2] - As[O] I ~ Go{ Bs + Bs- + [Q(O) - Q(T)]1/2} 
3G08 

~ Go{ 8/M + 8/M + l/GM} ~ ----x:t, 
where we applied Lemmas (6.10) and (6.11). Therefore we can use (5.42) and (5.44) 
to obtain 

(6.88) xs(T/2) ~ xs(O) + foT/2 As(t)dt + (GOhtJ)1/2 

~ xs(O) + As[O]T/2 + (38Go/M)T/2 + (GOhtJ)1/2. 
Similarly, 

(6.89) x r(T/2) ~ xr(O) + Ar[O]T/2 -(38Go/M)T/2 -(GOhtJ)1/2. 
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Subtracting (6.89) from (6.88) gives 

(6.90) xs{T /2) - xr{T /2) :=;;; [xs{O) - xr{O)] + {As[O] - ArlO]} T /2 

+ 2{ 3fJGoT /2M + {GohtJ )1/2} ; 

and by Lemmas (6.5) and (6.12), respectively, 

Ixs{O) - xr{O) I :=;;; eM/fJ, As[O] - Ar[O] :=;;; -l/GoM. 

Therefore 
(6.91) 

{ eM 3fJGoT 1/2 T} x s{T/2) - x r{T/2):=;;; T + ~ + 2{GohtJ) - 2GoM 

= {2GoM 2e + 6G2fJ + 4GoM{ GohtJ )1/2 _ I} _T_ 
fJT 0 T 2GoM· 

By (6.28) and (6.22), (6.23), 

(6.92) 

By (6.22) 

(6.93) 

2GoM 2e 
fJT 

By (6.28) and (6.33), 
(6.94) 

6GgfJ < 1/3. 

o OJ ~ 0 < 0 <_ 4G M{G ht )1/2 412 MG3/2h1/2 ( 412 MG3/2) ( T1/2 ) 1 
T ...,. T1/2 T1/2 1212 MGJ/2 3 . 

Finally, putting (6.92)-(6.94) into (6.91) yields 

xs{T /2) - xr{T /2) < O. 

81 

This completes the proof of Proposition (6.7), and hence also completes the proof of 
Theorem (6.3). The proof of Theorem (6.3) also applies to the case of periodic data, 
in which case IIIILI, II lis and Q(t) are defined on each period. 
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